With Ambassador All-In, students automatically receive all course materials in time for the first day of school. All they have to do is enroll in their courses. It’s that simple.

**Easier Access**
When all students have their course materials (not just the same titles, but the same versions), courses flow better, collaboration is easier and learning is more engaging. Through our Course Materials Platform, RODA, materials are accessible through a single platform. It’s simpler and less stressful for students. We also give students a choice, making it easy for them to obtain print-on-demand copies of their digital resources or decline materials through our EZ Opt-Out functionality.

**Lower Costs**
Ambassador has been powering automatic fulfillment programs for over two decades, and along the way we’ve learned how to make the process more affordable. We know how to assist in negotiations with publishers so your students get the best pricing. We front the costs for physical inventory and charge for items delivered, minimizing your school’s financial risk. Plus, we have all the back-end controls in place to manage adds, drops, duplicates and more, aligning student status and usage so students and schools are never overcharged for course materials.
Go All-In Today!

Getting started with Ambassador All-In is easy. Schools can phase in with specific courses and student cohorts, or jump in on a bigger scale. We’ve helped schools of all sizes and scopes, from 2- and 4-year schools, to tech schools, nursing and medical schools, community colleges and K-12 districts.

Our approach puts your school in control. After all, it’s your program, and we do it your way.

AMBASSADOR ALL-IN PERKS

- Automate Course Materials Delivery
- Lower Cost of Course Materials through Inclusive Access
- Boost Equitable Access for Anytime-Anywhere Learning
- Increase Student-Instructor and Student-Student Engagement
- Improve Retention and Outcomes

Ambassador saved one school $300K in duplicate orders and $1.7M in publisher overpayments.
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